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We studied the receptive field organization and contrast sensitivity of ganglion cells located within the 
central 80 (radius of 40) deg of the macaque retina. Ganglion cell activity was monitored as synaptic 
(S) potentials recorded extracellularly in the lateral geniculate nuclei of anesthetized and paralyzed 
monkeys. Receptive field center and surround regions of magnocellularly-projecting (M) and 
parvocellularly-projecting (P) cells increase in area with distance from the fovea, with the center radii 
of M cells being about twice those of neighboring P cells. Peak sensitivities of center and surround 
regions are inversely proportional to the regions' areas, so that integrated contrast sensitivities 
(contrast gains) are constant across the visual field, with the gain of M cells being, on average, six 
times that of P cells. For both M and P cells, the average ratio of surround/center gain is 0.55. 
Constant gain of P cells across the visual field is achieved by increasing sensitivity to stimuli falling 
on the peripheral retina to an extent that counteracts the aberrations introduced by the eye's optics. 
Macaque monkey Receptive field Retina 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper reports the results of a systematic, quantitat- 
ive survey of the properties of ganglion cells located 
across the primate retina. The ganglion cells studied were 
those projecting to the lateral geniculate nuclei (LGN), 
and here we focus on the spatial organization of their 
receptive fields and on their contrast sensitivity. 
Previous physiological studies of ganglion cells in the 
central 10 deg of the primate retina (roughly 5% of the 
retinal area) have described several differences between 
parvoceUularly-projecting (P) and magnocellularly- 
projecting (M) ganglion cells in the central retina: M 
cells respond more transiently to light onset or offset 
than do P cells (Gouras, 1968); M cells have larger 
receptive field centers than do neighboring P cells (De 
Monasterio & Gouras, 1975); some M cells show non- 
linear spatial summation, while the remaining M and 
P cells exhibit linear spatial summation (Kaplan & 
Shapley, 1982); while most P cells (and their parvocellu- 
lar LGN target cells) demonstrate spectral selectivity and 
antagonism, most M cells do not (Wiesel & Hubel, 1966; 
De Monasterio, 1978); M cells respond much more 
vigorously than P cells to small changes in luminance 
contrast (Kaplan & Shapley, 1986). These differences, 
together with the anatomical segregation of P and M 
targets in the LGN, have suggested that P and M cells 
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serve distinct functions in the visual system--M cells 
sensing luminance, motion, and large patterns, and P 
cells analyzing color and fine patterns (Livingstone 
& Hubel, 1988; Merigan & Maunsell, 1990; Schiller, 
Logothetis & Charles, 1990; Merigan, Katz & Maunsell, 
1991). On the basis of neuroanatomical (Ungerleider &
Desimone, 1986; Zeki, 1990; Baizer, Ungerleider & 
Desimone, 1991) and behavioral (Mishkin & Unger- 
leider, 1982) studies in monkeys, it has even been 
proposed that the primate visual system may be divided 
into two pathways--one processing information primar- 
ily about the central visual field, receiving input mostly 
from P cells, and sending high acuity information (useful 
in identifying objects) to the inferior temporal cortex; 
and one processing information primarily about the 
peripheral visual field, receiving input mostly from M 
cells, and sending information with low spatial but high 
temporal resolution (useful in locating objects) to the 
posterior parietal cortex. On the basis of lesion studies, 
this extreme view of two segregated pathways is now 
known to be inaccurate (e.g. Logothetis, Schiller, 
Charles & Hurlbert, 1990; for a review see Schiller & 
Logothetis, 1990), and the nature and extent of the 
interactions between information initially carried by M 
and by P cells has become the subject of active research 
(e.g, Dobkins & Albright, 1993; Croner & Albright, 
1994). It is thus important to thoroughly understand and 
carefully catalog the properties of P and M cells across 
the primate retina. 
Two important properties that determine the infor- 
mation a ganglion cell sends to the LGN about a visual 
pattern are the spatial organization of the cell's receptive 
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field and the cell's sensitivity to luminance contrast. The 
sensitivity to contrast can be assayed by measuring the 
change in response licited by a change in the contrast 
of a stimulus, or "contrast gain." As noted above, the 
receptive field centers of M cells near the fovea are 
larger, and their contrast gains are higher than those of 
P cells in the same region of the retina. Kaplan, Lee and 
Shapley (1990) have partially attributed the higher gain 
of M cells to the larger size of their center egions, since 
larger centers, which sum inputs over larger etinal areas, 
will produce larger responses to a given contrast han 
will smaller egions (if point sensitivity is kept constant). 
Since the area of the center egions of both P and M cells 
increases with distance from the fovea (Hubel & Wiesel, 
1960; De Monasterio & Gouras, 1975; Crook, Lange- 
Malecki, Lee & Valberg, 1988), this trend predicts that 
contrast gain should also increase with retinal eccentric- 
ity, a prediction that would be significant to theories of 
vision across the visual field. 
In the present study, we investigated the receptive field 
organization and contrast responses of P and M 
ganglion cells across the primate retina, using drifting 
sinusoidal gratings as visual stimuli. Ours is the first 
study to investigate the variation in contrast gain across 
the primate retina. A number of other studies have 
addressed the variation in receptive field structure of 
primate ganglion cells or LGN neurons across the visual 
field (Hubel & Wiesel, 1960; De Monasterio & Gouras, 
1975; Derrington & Lennie, 1984; Crook et al., 1988; 
Irvin, Casagrande & Norton, 1993), but until now no 
one has attempted a systematic, quantitative survey of 
receptive field properties at such a wide range of retinal 
eccentricities. 
In addition to providing a catalog of receptive field 
properties of P and M cells across the macaque retina, 
we show that, although the spatial resolution of both P 
and M cells decreases with increasing distance from the 
fovea, the contrast gains of P and M cells, to stimuli in 
the visual world, are approximately constant and distinct 
from each other across the retina. We show that this 
constancy may be achieved by increasing the retinal 
contrast gain of peripheral cells to an extent that 
counteracts the increasing optical aberrations in the 
periphery. Thus, the primate retina appears designed to 
ensure that ganglion cells' responses to contrast are 
consistent across the visual field. 
METHODS 
Biological Preparation and Recording Procedure 
Eighteen adult Macacafascicularis were initially anes- 
thetized with an intramuscular injection of ketamine 
hydrochloride (Ketaset, 10mg kg J). Anesthesia was 
continued during preparatory surgery by intravenous 
injections of thiamylal (Surital, 2.5%) as needed. During 
the rest of the experiment, he anesthetic was urethane 
(3-15 mg kg ~ hr -~). Muscular paralysis was produced 
by an infusion of gallamine triethiodide (Flaxedil, 
5-15mgkg -~ hr-~). Penicillin (750,000 units) was 
administered to prevent infection. Dexamethasone 
(Decadron, 6rag) was injected to prevent cerebral 
edema. Phenylephrine hydrochloride (Neo-synephrine, 
10%) and atropine sulphate (Atropine, 1%) relaxed the 
accommodation a d dilated the pupils. Gas-permeable 
hard contact lenses protected the corneas from drying, 
and artificial pupils of 3 mm diameter were placed 
immediately in front of the contact lenses. Corrective 
lenses, chosen to optimize each cell's visual resolution 
(judged by responses to drifting gratings of high spatial 
frequency), were placed in front of the artificial pupils. 
Blood pressure, heart rate, expired CO2, and core body 
temperature were continuously monitored and kept 
within physiological limits. If the animal showed any 
sign of stress or pain--such as a sudden change in blood 
pressure or heart rate when being handled--the 
anesthetic dose was increased until the animal was 
sedated. At the end of each experiment, he animal was 
euthanized with an overdose of barbiturate. Throughout 
the experiments he monkeys were treated in accordance 
with the U.S.A. National Institutes of Health guide- 
lines for the use of higher mammals in neuroscience 
experiments. 
A coarse bipolar wire electrode was implanted for 
electrical stimulation of the optic chiasm, usually found 
at Horsley-Clarke coordinates AI8-L0.5 and 25mm 
below the cortex. The LGN was usually found at 
Horsley-Clarke coordinates A7-L l l  and 23 mm below 
the cortex. The activity of single LGN neurons was 
recorded with tungsten-in-glass electrodes (Merrill & 
Ainsworth, 1972: tip length = 5 10/~m, tip plated with 
platinum black), or with conventional glass electrodes 
(tip diameter = 4/~m, resistance = 5 20 M ohms) filled 
with isotonic saline (NaCI 0.9%). Recorded activity was 
directed to oscilloscopes, an audio monitor, and a 
window discriminator that converted the neuronal 
impulses to electrical pulses used for analysis by a digital 
computer (PDP 11/73). 
Ganglion cell activity was recorded as post-synaptic 
potentials (S potentials) from the cells' LGN targets 
(Bishop, Burke & Davis, 1958; Cleland, Dubin & Levick, 
1971; Kaplan & Shapley, 1984). There are four advan- 
tages to monitoring anglion cell activity as S potentials 
in the LGN, rather than directly in the retina or optic 
nerve. (1) One knows that the recordings are from 
ganglion cells projecting to the LGN rather than to other 
target nuclei. (2) The position of the electrode in the 
LGN can be determined on the basis of ocularity, depth, 
and the latency of recorded responses (see below), and 
can be confirmed histologically later, so one knows 
whether a recording is from an M or a P ganglion cell. 
(3) The eye and retina are intact, unlike the situation 
when recording from the retina itself. (4) A systematic, 
unbiased sampling of ganglion cells across the retina can 
be obtained, unlike the case when recording from the 
optic nerve, where the difficulty of recording from small 
axons would result in electrode sampling bias. Record- 
ings were initiated at least 6 hr after the preparatory 
surgery, so that the effects of Surital and Ketamine on 
bursting of LGN action potentials and on S potential 
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generation, respectively, were absent. In addition, any 
recordings in which bursts of action potentials were 
present were not used, since this would leadl to an 
overestimation of ganglion cell activity. Recordings in 
which S potentials from more than one retinal afferent 
appeared were extremely rare; we verified that only a 
single S potential was present in each recording by 
examining the waveforms on a digital storage oscillo- 
scope, and by checking that activity could be evoked by 
light stimuli in only a single visual field location. Action 
potentials from LGN relay cells were recorded together 
with the S potentials, but analysis of the LGN data will 
not be presented here. 
Data Acquisition and Analysis 
Retinal eccentricity 
A tangent screen was placed 114 cm in front of the 
animal's eyes. The fovea and the center of the optic disc 
of each eye were mapped on the screen with a modified 
Zeiss fundus camera. The location of each cell's receptive 
field was determined by flashing spots of light or with a 
hand-held red laser and marked on the screen. In 
primates, neurons at a given eccentricity in the nasal 
retina are generally smaller and more densely packed 
than those at the same eccentricity in the temporal retina 
(Perry & Cowey, 1985). In order to correct for this 
asymmetry and make meaningful comparisons of cells 
from the nasal and temporal portions of the retina, 
we calculated the temporal equivalent eccentricity 
(Watanabe & Rodieck, 1989) of the cells found in the 
nasal retina; specifically, we multiplied the cell's nasal 
eccentricity by 0.61 to arrive at the temporal eccentricity 
at which ganglion cell density is the same as that in the 
nasal retina, and then used the Pythagorean theorem to 
calculate the cell's temporal equivalent eccentricity. 
Cell classification 
M and P ganglion cells were distinguished primarily 
on the basis of the latency of their response to an electric 
shock (0.15 msec duration) delivered to the optic chiasm. 
The field potential elicited by stimulation of the chiasm 
had two peaks, typically at about 1.5 and 3.0 msec after 
the stimulus artifact (Ogden & Miller, 1966; Schiller & 
Malpeli, 1978). The early peak results from activation of 
M cells, and the late peak is due to activation of P cells, 
since M cells have thicker axons and therefore conduct 
impulses faster than do P cells (Ogden & Miller, 1966). 
A ganglion cell whose S potential coincided with the M 
peak was classified as M, and one whose S potential 
coincided with the P peak was classified as P. Some 
overlap of the distributions of M and P conduction 
velocities has been reported (Schiller & Malpeli, 1978), 
but in our experimental sample the center size and 
contrast gain of each cell agree with assignment to the 
cell type whose peak was closest. A modified null test 
(Hochstein & Shapley, 1976), which employed a con- 
trast-reversing grating of high spatial frequency, was 
used to determine whether a cell was X-like (linear) or 
Y-like (nonlinear) in its spatial summation. Cells that 
gave no (or very little) second harmonic response to 
contrast reversal of fine gratings were classified as 
X cells, while cells with a large second harmonic 
response were classified as Y cells. Cells were classified 
as ON or OFF based on their responses to full-field 
white stimuli. 
Response properties 
Visual stimuli were generated on a cathode ray tube 
(Conrac model 7351) by a computer-controlled stimu- 
lator developed at the Laboratory of Biophysics at 
Rockefeller University (Milkman, Schick, Rossetto, 
Ratliff, Shapley & Victor, 1980). Black-and-white (color 
temperature 5500K) sinusoidal gratings with mean 
luminance of 40cdm 2 were drifted at 4.22csec 1. 
Contrast was defined as the ratio of the greatest devi- 
ation from the mean luminance, to the mean luminance. 
For each spatial frequency and contrast, 64 cycles of the 
grating drifted across a cell's receptive field. The com- 
puter recorded the firing times of S potentials with a 
resolution of 0.1 msec, and stored them in 32 7.4 msec 
bins per cycle; the original firing times were preserved for 
other analyses. A fast Fourier transform was used to fit 
a sinusoid at the drift frequency to the responses aver- 
aged for each bin over 64 cycles of the stimulus. The 
amplitude of this sinusoid was our measure of ganglion 
cell response to each stimulus. In addition, sinusoids at 
the drift frequency were fit to responses collected uring 
each of the 64 cycles separately, and standard eviation 
was calculated as the standard eviation of the individ- 
ual response vectors from the average response vector in 
the complex plane (see Croner, Purpura & Kaplan, 
1993). 
Receptive.field organization. Ganglion cell responses to 
drifting gratings of several spatial frequencies were used 
to investigate the spatial organization of the receptive 
field. Figure la illustrates a ganglion cell's responses to 
gratings varying in spatial frequency. These responses 
may be viewed as the convolution of the cell's receptive 
field with each stimulus. According to Rodieck's (1965) 
Difference-of-Gaussians model of ganglion cell receptive 
fields, the sensitivity profiles across the center and sur- 
round regions of a receptive field may be fit with two 
Gaussian functions; a narrow, high-amplitude Gaussian 
describes the center, and a broader Gaussian of a lower 
amplitude describes the surround. The two regions are 
assumed to have circular profiles on the retina, to be 
concentric, and to have opposite polarities. In the spatial 
frequency domain the center esponse may be expressed 
as R~(v)= C. Kc~r~e ~,~1: and the surround response 
as R~(v) : C. K~nr~e ~r~,,)2, where R~ and R~ = responses 
of the center and surround respectively (impsec t), 
C = contrast of stimulus (%), K~ and K~ = peak sensi- 
tivities of the center and surround respectively 
(imp sec ~ %contrast 1 deg :), r~ and r~ = radii of center 
and surround respectively (deg) expressed as the dis- 
tances from each region's midpoint, where sensitivity is 
greatest, o the point at which sensitivity has fallen to l/e 
of its maximum (Fig. lb), and v is the spatial frequency 
of the stimulus (c deg ~). 
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FIGURE 1. (a) Typical ganglion cell responses to drifting sinusoidal 
gratings of various patial frequencies. The ganglion cell responses are 
represented bythe filled circles (error bars show one standard eviation 
above and below each response). They are viewed as the difference 
between responses originating in the center (dashed line labelled C) and 
surround (dashed line labelled S) regions. The solid line labelled C-S 
represents he best fit of the Difference-of-Gaussians model to the cell's 
responses. (b) Gaussian sensitivity profiles for center and surround 
regions of an on-center cell, illustrating receptive field parameters. 
The response R of the cell is the difference between the 
center and surround responses, 
R = Rc - Rs = C" (Kcnr~e ~,oo)2 _ Ksnr~e_(~r~o)2). (1) 
We measured each cell's responses to 10 or 11 sinewave 
gratings with spatial frequency between 0.07 and 
14cdeg -1. For each cell, the particular set of spatial 
frequencies was chosen to ensure that we obtained 
responses across the cell's entire tuning curve. The 
contrast of the gratings was fixed for each cell, was 
within the cell's linear response range, and was chosen 
to elicit responses whose sinusoidal amplitudes were 
large (so that responses were distinguishable from noise) 
yet smaller than the maintained firing rate of the cell (to 
avoid distortions due to truncation during the inhibitory 
portion of each stimulus cycle). We then used the 
Simplex curve-fitting algorithm (Nedler & Mead, 1965) 
to fit equation (1) to the measured responses, and 
determined the re, Kc, rs, and Ks that best fit the data. 
This approach is the one used by Linsenmeier, Frish- 
man, Jakiela, and Enroth-Cugell (1982) in their survey 
of the receptive fields of ganglion cells across the cat 
retina. We note that while Linsenmeier et al. fit Differ- 
ence-of-Gaussians models to measures of ganglion cell 
sensitivity, our measure of responsivity, R /C ,  is equival- 
ent to sensitivity when the contrast at which the response 
is measured is within the range to which the cell responds 
linearly. 
The Simplex algorithm operates by sampling the error 
surface (sum of squared residuals between data and fit 
points) in a space defined by the parameters being fit, to 
find the parameters rendering the least error between 
data and fit points. We accepted fits producing points 
that fell well within one standard eviation of the data 
points. For the Difference-of-Gaussians fit , we some- 
times had to try several different combinations of start- 
ing parameters before finding a set that allowed the 
Simplex algorithm to converge on a solution satisfying 
this criterion. Other starting parameters producing such 
satisfactory solutions resulted in the same fit parameters. 
Linsenmeier et al. (1982) also found that only one 
combination of the fit parameters rendered minimum 
error. Thus, the Difference-of-Gaussians parameters fit 
for each tuning curve were unique. 
Contrast gain. Contrast gain, a measure of how much 
a cell's response changes with a change in the contrast 
of a stimulus, was determined by measuring each cell's 
responses to drifting sinusoidal gratings at several con- 
trasts. For each cell we chose a spatial frequency too 
high to be resolved by the (large) surround but low 
enough to be resolved by the (smaller) center, so that the 
center egion alone determined the response magnitude. 
Because there may be some surround response even 
at the optimal spatial frequency, we chose a spatial 
frequency higher than the optimal, to which the cell 
responded with 75% of its maximum response. We then 
measured the cell's responses to 12 grating stimuli of this 
spatial frequency, varying in contrast from 0 to 100%. 
Figure 2 shows one P cell's responses to center- 
isolating gratings plotted as a function of contrast. The 
response shows an initial linear increase followed by a 
non-linear increase with mild saturation. Kaplan and 
Shapley (1986) and Purpura, Kaplan, and Shapley 
(1988) measured contrast gain as the slope of a straight 
line fit through the low-contrast region of a response plot 
such as that in Fig. 2. In the present study, we used the 
Simplex algorithm to fit a Michaelis-Menten equation to 
the data (accepting fits rendering points that fell well 
within one standard eviation of the data points), and 
took the initial slope as our measure of contrast gain. 
The Michaelis-Menten relationship is typically used to 
describe saturating enzyme kinetics, but has also been 
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FIGURE 2. Typical ganglion cell responses to drifting sinusoidal 
gratings that vary in contrast. The ganglion cell responses are 
rperesented bythe filled circles (error bars show one standard eviation 
above and below each response). The solid curve is the 
Michaelis Menten function (R (C)= a. C/(b + C)) fit through the 
data points. The slope of the dashed line is the initial slope of the 
Michae|is Menten function, and is the measure of contrast gain used 
in our analysis. 
used to describe the responses of various sensory neur- 
ons (Lipetz, 1971). Naka and Rushton introduced the 
Michaelis-Menten equation to visual science when they 
described the responses of fish horizontal cells to changes 
in light intensity (Naka & Rushton, 1966). Here we used 
it to describe responses to changes in contrast, which is 
the appropriate intensity measure for visual neurons. 
The Michaelis-Menten relationship can be written as: 
R=a.C/ (b+C)  where R--response (imp see i), 
C =stimulus contrast (%), a =maximum response 
(imp sec- T), and b --- contrast at which response = a/2. 
We used the Simplex algorithm to determine the 
values of a and b that best fit the response vs contrast 
data from each cell. The initial slope is a/b, and is a 
reasonable measure of the cell's contrast gain, as 
demonstrated by the fact that it clearly distinguishes 
between the contrast gains typical of M and P cells in the 
central primate retina (Kaplan & Shapley, 1986). Be- 
cause of the way in which we calculated contrast gain in 
this study, the contrast gains reported here are slightly 
higher than those reported in the earlier papers from our 
laboratory. 
RESULTS 
Introduction to the Dataset 
We studied 138 P and 20 M ganglion cells whose 
receptive fields lay within the central 80 deg (radius of 
40 deg) of the visual field. The scarcity of M cells in our 
dataset reflects the distribution of M cells in the primate 
retina (Perry, Oehler & Cowey, 1984), and is probably 
not due to electrode sampling bias or to a difficulty in 
recording Spotentials from M cells. The retinal ocations 
of 133 P cells and 15 M cells are shown in Fig. 3. 
Five P cells and five M cells were taken from exper- 
iments performed on six monkeys between 1985 and 
1990 by E. Kaplan, K. Purpura, and R. Shapley. Of 
these, all five P cells and one M cell were known to be 
in the central 13 deg of the retina, but their exact 
locations were not known. Data from these six cells were 
used in analyses that did not require information about 
retinal eccentricity. The remaining 4 M cells were located 
at 6.7, 7.7, 11.5, and 32.0 deg absolute ccentricity; no 
information about their nasal-temporal or inferior- 
superior position was available. The absolute ccentric- 
ities of these four M cells were taken as their equivalent 
eccentricities, and data from these cells were used in the 
analyses. 
Receptive Field Organization 
The size of the center and surround regions 
Figure 4 shows how the sizes of the center and 
surround regions of M and P cells' receptive fields vary 
with retinal eccentricity. In Fig. 4a, r~ is plotted as a 
function of temporal equivalent retinal eccentricity, ET, 
with P and M cells shown as filled circles and open 
triangles respectively. As distance from the fovea in- 
creases, there is a clear increase in the sizes of the center 
regions for both P and M cells. The M cells' centers are 
generally larger than those of the P cells at any equival- 
ent eccentricity, but the two populations are not entirely 
distinct. One M cell between 30 and 35 deg eccentricity 
had the same center size as neighboring P cells, and 
several P cells between 10 and 20 deg eccentricity each 
had the same center size as neighboring M cells. 
Our measures of center size are similar to those from 
earlier studies. Derrington and Lennie (1984) measured 
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FIGURE 3. Retinal locations of 133 P cells (filled circles) and 15 M 
cells (empty triangles) from 18 monkeys. Axes represent position on 
retina, with nasal and inferior retina appearing as negative along the 
horizontal and vertical axes respectively. The fovea is at the center 
(0,0). The ellipse along the horizontal axis in the nasal retina 
represents he optic disk. 
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receptive fields of primate LGN neurons using drifting 
sinusoidal gratings; our data partially overlap theirs 
from the same eccentricities, but show a greater separ- 
ation of the M and P populations. The slight differences 
between the two studies may stem from the different cell 
types studied, or from small methodological differences 
involving the determination of retinal eccentricity and 
refraction. De Monasterio and Gouras (1975) measured 
the receptive fields of primate ganglion cells by probing 
their extent with a small spot of light. Their recordings 
were intraocular, and eccentricity was determined by 
using a fundus camera to evaluate the position of the 
electrode relative to the fovea. Their data almost entirely 
overlap ours from the same eccentricities. 
Studies in cats have shown that a ganglion cell's 
dendritic tree determines which retinal neurons provide 
input to the cell's center egion, and that therefore there 
is a strong relation between the area of a ganglion cell's 
center region and the area encompassed by the cell's 
dendritic tree in the inner plexiform layer (Peichl & 
Wfissle, 1983; Wfissle, Peichl & Boycott, 1983). The data 
presented in Fig. 4a are qualitatively consistent with this 
notion. Anatomical studies in macaques have shown 
that the dendritic trees of peripheral P and M cells cover 
larger areas than do those of more central cells, that M 
cell dendritic trees generally cover larger areas than do 
those of P cells at any eccentricity, and that some P cells 
have dendritic trees as large as those of neighboring M 
cells and vice versa (Perry et al., 1984; Rodieck & 
Watanabe, 1988; Watanabe & Rodieck, 1989). These 
observations also hold for the center egions illustrated 
in Fig. 4a. However, in order to better evaluate links 
between retinal anatomy and the physiological proper- 
ties of ganglion cells, we consider, in the Discussion, 
the effects of optical aberrations on our measures of 
receptive fields. 
Figure 4b shows how surround radius, r~, varies 
with eccentricity. P and M cells are again shown with 
different symbols, but here the data are plotted on 
logarithmic oordinates to better illustrate the increase 
in surround radius with eccentricity. Unlike the center 
regions, the surrounds of neighboring P and M cells 
cover the same range of sizes. Although the data are 
not tightly clustered around the line fit through all the 
points (r 2= 0.25), there is a clear increase in r~ with 
eccentricity. 
The ratio of center to surround radii, rc/r~, does not 
vary systematically with eccentricity, and this is illus- 
trated in Fig. 4c. The ratio was less than 0.5 for the vast 
majority of cells, but was a bit higher for a few M cells. 
P cells had a mean r jr~ ratio of0.15, so P surrounds were 
on average 6.7 times wider than the centers of the same 
cells, or about 45 times larger in area. 
Most of the M cells had r¢/rs in the same range as the 
P cells' ratio, but three had higher ratios, rendering the 
average M cell r~/r~ significantly different from the 
average P cell r~/r~ (Student's t-test, P -- 0.014). Two of 
the three M cells with higher ratios were Y-like in their 
spatial summation (see also Kaplan & Shapley, 1982), 
but other Y-like cells had relatively low rc/r~, and 
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fit through all the points is r~=0.203.E~ 4v2 (n=107,  r~=0.25,  
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statistical analysis revealed no significant difference 
between the r¢/r s of X-like and Y-like M cells (Student's 
t-test, P --0.836). M cells had a mean ratio of 0.21, so 
M surrounds were on average 4.8 times wider than 
the centers of the same cells, or about 23 times larger 
in area. 
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The sensitivity of the center and surround regions 
The sensitivity of a receptive field center or surround 
region is a measure of how much a unit area of the 
region contributes to the cell's response to a stimulus 
of unit contrast. Here we examine the peak sensi- 
tivities, K~ and Ks, the contribution of a unit area 
centered on the midpoint of the center or surround 
region to a cell's response to a drifting, full-field grating 
of 1% contrast. 
Figure 5 shows the relation between peak sensitivities 
of center and surround regions and the sizes of these 
regions. Part a shows data for both P and M cells, while 
parts b and c show lines fit through data for P centers 
alone and P surrounds alone. Clearly, the peak sensi- 
tivities of centers and surrounds are inversely related to 
the sizes of the regions: larger regions are less sensitive. 
In addition, the centers and surrounds of M cells have 
higher peak sensitivities than do P cell regions of the 
same size. The inverse relation between sensitivity and 
size is one of the strongest relationships observed in the 
data, and has significant implications for understanding 
retinal circuitry and design. We shall return to these 
topics in the Discussion. 
The P cell population comprises 80% of the entire 
ganglion cell population, and it is useful to look at it 
separately, and to examine P centers separately from 
surrounds. As shown in Fig. 5b, a line fit through the 
data for P centers has a slope of -1.850. A line fit 
through the data for P surrounds is steeper, with a slope 
of -2.147, as shown in Fig. 5c. 
A straight line on such a logarithmic plot is given by 
the power function: peak sensitivity = c • radius" where 
c= constant, and m = slope of the line. Therefore, 
Kc=ci "(re ,~5) and K~=cz'(r~2'5). In other words, 
sensitivity is approximately proportional to I/(radius2). 
Since area is gr 2, peak sensitivity is approximately 
inversely proportional to the area of the center or 
surround region. 
The integrated sensitivity of a receptive field region is 
the product of peak sensitivity and collecting area, K~r 2. 
This represents the "volume" of the region's sensitivity 
envelope--its total sensitivity. If K is (approximately) 
proportional to r 2 then KTtr 2 is (approximately) con- 
stant, regardless of the size of the region. Of course, the 
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The parameters used for these constructions are given in Table 1. 
slopes of the regression lines in Fig. 5b and c are not 
exactly -2 ,  so integrated sensitivity is not precisely 
constant for all cells. However, this interesting trend 
leads us to view receptive field regions as domes of 
roughly constant volume but variable shape that 
depends on both retinal location and cell type. 
The ratio of sensitivities, Ks/Kc, does not vary system- 
atically across the retina, as shown in Fig. 6. 
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"Typical" receptive fields across the retina 
Development of quantitative models of the primate 
visual system requires knowledge of the shapes of recep- 
tive fields across the retina. To aid such efforts, the 
median radii and peak sensitivities of centers and sur- 
rounds of P and M cells are illustrated in Figs 7 and 8 
and summarized in Table 1. 
Figure 7 shows the sensitivity profiles of the center and 
surround regions for the receptive fields of the P and M 
cells we studied. These profiles are based on the median 
values of the parameters for each cell type. The profiles 
are derived from cells located across the retina, and do 
not represent any particular cell, but they illustrate the 
main differences between P and M receptive fields. P 
cells generally have smaller centers with higher peak 
sensitivities than do M cells. The integrated sensitivity 
(represented by the area under the curves) of M cell 
regions is greater than that of P cell regions. 
Receptive fields based on the median values of 
parameters for P cells at three eccentricity ranges 
are illustrated in Fig. 8. The center parameters show 
a clear dependence on eccentricity--rc increases and 
K~ decreases with increasing distance from the fovea. 
A similar but gentler trend is seen for the surround 
parameters. 
TABLE 1. Median and interquartile range values of receptive field 
parameters of P and M cells found in various temporal equivalent 
eccentricity ranges (r e and r~ are in units of deg; K~ and K~ are in units 
of imp sect  O/ocontrast-i deg-2) 
Eccentricity Interquartile 
Range Parameter Median range N 
P Ceils 
0-40 r~ 0.05 0.04 84 
K~ 106.3 208.9 80 
r~ 0.42 0.37 83 
K~ 1.1 3.3 79 
0-5 r~ 0.03 0.01 23 
K~ 325.2 302.0 22 
r~ 0.18 0.07 23 
K~ 4.4 4.6 22 
5 10 ~ 0.05 0.03 24 
K, 114.7 147.7 23 
r~ 0.43 0.28 24 
K~ 0.7 1.1 23 
10-20 
20 30 
30M0 
Responses to Contrast 
Contrast gain 
Contrast gain is a measure of how much a cell's M Cells 
response changes with a change in the contrast of the 0m0 
stimulus. In our experiments, the stimulus was a drifting 
sinusoidal grating of a center-isolating spatial frequency 
(see Methods), so the contrast gains presented here are 0 10 
those of the center egions alone. Later, we will discuss 
contrast gains of the surround regions. 
Center contrast gains are presented in Fig. 9. Figure 
9a shows that the gains of P and M cells are distinct 10-20 
everywhere in the retina. The P and M cells lie in two 
separate clusters, with the P cells having lower gains than 
the M cells. Lines fit through the data show that there 
is a small, statistically significant (P < 0.001) increase in 20 30 
the gains of P cells with increasing eccentricity, but this 
increase is not great enough to cause peripheral P cells 
to have the same contrast gain as central M cells. P cells 
have a mean contrast gain of 0.96, and M cells of 5.90 
(Fig. 9b and c). 
r~ 0.07 0.03 23 
K~, 77.8 88.7 23 
r~ 0.54 0.32 22 
K~ 0.6 1.9 22 
r~ 0.09 0.02 11 
K~ 57.2 54.3 10 
r~ 0.73 0.95 11 
K, 0.8 1.2 10 
Integrated sensitivity 
Above we presented center contrast gain as measured 
from contrast-response curves, obtained with gratings 
that were fine enough to stimulate the center but not the 
surround of each receptive field. The contrast gains of 
both center and surround mechanisms can be calculated 
from estimates of receptive field parameters in the 
following way. A cell's response to any stimulus can be 
expressed as the product of the cell's gain and the 
contrast of the stimulus: R = C • G where G = Contrast 
Gain (imp sec-10/ocontrast ~). Using the Difference- 
r~ 0.15 0.03 3 
K~ 18.6 29.8 2 
r~ 0.65 0.24 3 
K~ 1.1 1.8 2 
r~ 0.17 0.10 16 
K,, 84.7 50.9 13 
r~ 0.80 1.50 16 
K, 1.2 1.5 13 
r~ 0. I 0 0.02 5 
K~ 148.0 122.4 4 
r~ 0.72 0.23 5 
K~ 1.1 0.8 4 
r~ 0.18 0.10 6 
K~ 115.0 35.0 5 
I"~ 1.19 1.67 6 
K~ 2.0 1.0 5 
re 0.23 0.01 5 
K~ 63.8 38.6 4 
r~ 0.58 1.46 5 
K, 1.6 2.9 4 
of-Gaussians model discussed earlier, the response to 
drifting sinusoidal gratings of spatial frequency v is 
RO)) = C" (Kcgr2e (.r~,,l'-_ K~Ttr~e i..... ,'-). 
So the contrast gain of the cell is 
Kcgr~e (~r~")2-K~r{e (.¢.,,,~. 
the difference between the contrast gains of the center 
and surround regions. The contrast gain of the center is 
Kcrtr~e -(~'c°)2. It is the peak contrast gain of the center 
weighted by a function that expresses how the gain 
decreases with increasing spatial frequency. The peak 
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mean = 5.896 __+ 2.161). 
contrast gain of the center is Kcnr 2, which is just the 
center's integrated sensitivity, and the weighting func- 
tion is e ¢~¢,,~2. Similar terms apply to the surround 
region. In other words, the integrated sensitivities of the 
center and surround represent the peak contrast gains 
of the center and surround, respectively. When the 
center contrast gains determined in the previous ection 
(from the slope of the contrast-response functions) are 
compared with those estimated by the integrated sensi- 
tivity method, we find that the ratio (Center Contrast 
Gain)/(Integrated Center Sensitivity) has a mean of I. I 
and a standard eviation of 0.6. While the two measures 
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F IGURE 10, Relation between integrated surround sensitivity (or 
surround contrast gain) and integrated center sensitivity (or center 
contrast gain). (a) Surround gain plotted as a function of center gain. 
The equation of the solid line fit through the data for P cells is 
Gs=-0 .053+0.642-G c (n=81,  r2=0.82,  P<0.001) ,  and the 
dashed line fit through the data for M cells is G~ = 0.072 + 0.528 • G~ 
(n = 14, r2=0.88 ,  P <0.001).  (b) Histogram of G~/G~ for P cells 
(n = 81, mean =0.547 + 0.181). (c) Histogram of G~/G,. for M cells 
(n = 14, mean =0.546+0.120).  
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of contrast gain are not identical, they agree quite well 
with each other. 
Since integrated sensitivity is a reasonable measure of 
peak contrast gain, the contrast gain of the surround can 
be investigated even though it is difficult to isolate the 
entire surround response with any particular stimulus. 
Figure 10a shows the relationship between integrated 
surround sensitivity, or surround contrast gain, and 
integrated center sensitivity, or center contrast gain. 
There is a strong, linear relation between the center and 
surround gains of both P and M cells. 
Parts b and c of Fig. 10 show histograms of the ratio 
(Integrated Surround Sensitivity)/(Integrated Center 
Sensitivity). These mean ratios for P and M cells are not 
significantly different (Student's t-test: P = 0.482). The 
overall mean ratio is 0.55. In general, then, the surround 
of a cell is less sensitive to contrast than is the center, and 
the ratio of sensitivities i such that the surround can 
reduce the center's response by about 55%. 
Figure I I shows the ratio of integrated sensitivities 
plotted vs retinal eccentricity. The regression line drawn 
through the data has a very shallow slope (0.01), and 
although the relationship is statistically significant 
(P = 0.002) there is substantial scatter in the data, and 
only a small fraction of the variance is accounted for 
(r2 =0.1) .  
DISCUSSION 
Principles of receptit, e f ieM organization 
Primate ganglion cells have diverse receptive fields, 
varying in size, peak sensitivity, and integrated sensi- 
tivity. These properties differ for centers and surrounds, 
and vary with position on the retina. Nevertheless, in a 
survey of the sort described here, some general rules 
concerning the organization of receptive fields emerge. 
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FIGURE l l. The ratio of (integrated surround sensitivity)/(Inte- 
grated center sensitivity) as a function of temporal equivalent 
eccentricity. The equation of the line fit through all the points is 
GSGc - 0.466 + 0.007 • E r (n = 92, r 2 = 0. I0, P = 0.002). 
For both center and surround regions, peak sensitivity 
is approximately inversely proportional to the area of 
the region. Studies of light adaptation in cat ganglion 
cells (Enroth-Cugell & Shapley, 1973a, b) first reported 
that the peak sensitivity of a ganglion cell's receptive 
field center is inversely proportional to the area of the 
center. Enroth-Cugell and Shapley accounted for this 
relationship by noting that: (a) a ganglion cell's absolute 
sensitivity decreases when it adapts to light (Barlow, 
Fitzhugh & Kuffler, 1957; Barlow & Levick, 1969); (b) 
this decrease is proportional to the light flux; and (c) flux 
is proportional to the area of the receptive field. There- 
fore, cells with larger centers will collect more light and 
be more light-adapted--and less sensitive---than cells 
with smaller centers. Peak center sensitivity should there- 
fore be inversely proportional to center area. In the 
initial test of this idea Enroth-Cugell and Shapley 
showed that the transition illumination--the back- 
ground illumination at which a cell's gain begins to drop 
as background light intensity increases---was lower for 
ganglion cells with larger centers. In other words, cells 
with larger centers began to light-adapt at lower light 
levels. Linsenmeier et al. (1982), in their survey of 
ganglion cells' receptive fields across the cat retina, and 
Irvin et al. (1993), in their survey of LGN cells' receptive 
fields in the bushbaby, found that peak center sensitivity 
decreased as center radius increased, but did not find 
that it did so in direct proportion to the area. However, 
the results presented in Fig. 5 provide strong support for 
the predicted relation between sensitivity and area, since 
the exponents of the regression lines shown are close to 
- 2. In addition, our results confirm Irvin et al.'s finding 
that the inverse relation between sensitivity and area 
holds for surrounds as well as centers, suggesting that 
surrounds adapt like centers. 
Consequently, integrated sensitivity, which is the 
"volume" of each region in the receptive field sensitivity 
profile, is approximately constant for centers and for 
surrounds, regardless of size. In a later section we 
propose a second mechanism that contributes to the 
constancy of integrated sensitivity. M cell regions have 
greater integrated sensitivity than do P cell regions. Since 
center size increases while point sensitivity decreases 
with eccentricity, peripheral cells have broader, shal- 
lower centers than do more central cells. In addition, 
integrated sensitivity of a cell's surround is about 55% 
of that of its center. 
The response of a cell to a uniform stimulus that 
covers the whole receptive field is determined (to a first 
approximation) by the ratio of the integrated surround 
sensitivity to the integrated center sensitivity. Figure 11 
shows that this ratio increases slightly (by 0.01/deg) with 
retinal eccentricity, but there is much scatter in the data 
and thus it is doubtful that this is a robust trend. Wiesel 
(1960) found that, in the cat retina, ganglion cells with 
smaller centers had relatively stronger surrounds. In 
particular, he noted that cells with smaller center egions 
had higher thresholds to full field stimuli than did those 
with larger centers, and this led to the interpretation that 
their center responses were inhibited by their relatively 
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stronger surrounds. Since cells with small centers are 
usually found near the area centralis in cats, Wiesel's 
finding suggested that receptive field surrounds become 
relatively weaker with increased retinal eccentricity. 
Linsenmeier et al.'s survey of ganglion cells across the 
cat retina (1982) provided more data relevant o this 
issue. In their study, as in ours, the linear aspects of 
receptive field organization were investigated. As shown 
in Fig. 12, their study found no systematic change in the 
ratio of surround-to-center integrated sensitivity with 
increasing retinal eccentricity in cats. The data available 
so far are too sparse and noisy to support a definitive 
conclusion on this issue in the primate retina, and 
determine whether the cat and monkey retinae differ in 
this respect. 
Retinal circuitry 
Several of the results of this study are relevant o 
questions about retinal circuitry. In order to address 
these questions, we must consider that aberrations-- 
such as spherical aberrations--produced by the optical 
apparatus of the eye cause the pattern of light falling on 
the retina to differ from the pattern that exists outside 
the eye, and therefore receptive fields on the retina itself 
may differ from those we measure in visual space. We 
attempted to estimate retinal receptive field properties as 
described in the following paragraph. 
The net effect of optical aberrations i blur (indepen- 
dent of the correction of refractive rrors), which causes 
some attenuation of the contrast of sinusoidal gratings 
imaged on the retina. Analyses of the optical quality of 
human eyes have shown that the optical aberrations are 
more pronounced for stimuli falling further from the 
fovea (Jennings & Charman, 1981; Navarro, Artal & 
Williams, 1993). Our studies of the optics of the monkey 
eye have shown that the monkey optical modulation 
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F IGURE 12. Data  from Linsenmeier et at. (1982). The ratio of 
surround to center gain is plotted as a function of retinal eccentricity 
for X and Y cells in cats. There is no systematic hange in the ratio 
with eccentricity. 
transfer function (MTF) is very similar to the human 
MTF (Croner & Kaplan, unpublished ata from scans 
across photographic negatives of double-pass point 
spreads collected at ~40deg eccentricity, through a 
3 mm diameter artificial pupil and with refractive rrors 
corrected). Because the available human MTFs extend 
to higher spatial frequencies than do our own data for 
monkeys, we used the human MTF to estimate the 
actual contrast of stimuli on the retina. Human MTFs 
at four eccentricities from 0 to 40 deg viewed through a 
3 mm diameter pupil (Artal, Navarro, Brainard, Galvin 
& Williams, 1992) were fit (using the Simplex algorithm) 
to an equation that expressed the proportion of contrast 
transferred through the optics as a function of spatial 
frequency and retinal eccentricity. Since retinal eccen- 
tricity was always known, the proportion of contrast 
transferred could be expressed as a function of spatial 
frequency for each cell. Equation (1) was then multiplied 
by this function, giving an expression for the ganglion 
cell responses to drifting gratings varying in spatial 
frequency, with the grating contrast on the retina calcu- 
lated for each spatial frequency. The Simplex algorithm 
was then used to fit this aberrations-corrected Differ- 
ence-of-Gaussians to the measured responses, and thus 
estimate receptive field properties on the retina itself. 
(1) What retinal circuitry determines the centers of 
ganglion cells' recepti~'efields? Figure 13a shows how our 
estimates of the sizes of the center regions of retinal 
receptive fields vary with eccentricity. Also shown are 
Perry et al.'s (1984) anatomical measures of the dendritic 
trees of P# (P) and P, (M) cells, with their data converted 
from areas in mm 2 to radii in deg. The same trends seen 
in Fig. 4a can be seen here: there is an increase in the size 
of center regions with increasing eccentricity, although 
here this trend is most apparent for the P cells; M cells' 
centers are again larger than those of neighboring P cells, 
but some neighboring P and M cells have centers of 
similar size. Most importantly, Fig. 13a shows that the 
increase in radii of P cell center egions on the retina is 
closely matched by the increase in radii of P cell dendritic 
trees. The same appears to hold for M cells, but there are 
not enough data here to reliably evaluate this relation. 
The close match between dendritic tree and receptive 
field center size seen in P cells is consistent with the idea 
that a ganglion cell's dendritic tree determines which 
photoreceptors feed their signals into the cell's center 
region. 
Peichl and W~issle (1983) and Wfissle et al. (1983) 
found that, in the cat retina, center regions have the 
same shape as the area covered by the ganglion cells' 
dendritic trees in the inner plexiform layer, but that the 
receptive field centers are 1.4 times larger than the 
dendritic trees. The data in Fig. 13a are qualitatively 
consistent with the findings in cats, since P centers are 
generally slightly larger than P dendritic trees. This can 
be explained (in macaques as in cats) by convergence of
other neurons onto the pathway from cones to ganglion 
cells. This idea is supported by anatomical evidence of 
electrical coupling between eighboring cones (Raviola 
& Gilula, 1973; Tsukamoto, Masarachia, Schein & 
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cells (Starbursts), horizontal H1 cells (HI), and horizontal H2 cells (H2). (Amacrine cell data from Rodieck, 1989; horizontal 
cell data from W~issle t al,, 1989. Anatomical data converted to radii in units of degrees, using a conversion factor of 
225.3 #m/deg for both M. mulatta and M. nemestrina.) 
Sterling, 1992) and of midget bipolar dendritic terminals 
that extend beyond the shadow of the dendritic tree of 
the ganglion cell with which they synapse (Sterling, 
Freed & Smith, 1988). It is also consistent with models 
based on known anatomy of the bipolar circuitry that 
gives rise to center regions (Freed, Smith & Sterling, 
1992). 
The difference between dendritic tree size and center 
region size is most pronounced near the fovea and 
decreases with increasing eccentricity. The ratio of aver- 
age retinal center adius of our P cells to average radius 
of P~ cells' dendritic trees (from Perry et al., 1984) is 1.65 
for 0-10 deg, 1.46 for 10-20 deg, and 1.06 for 20-30 deg 
equivalent eccentricity. The only other comparison of 
this sort in primates was reported by Rodieck (1991), 
who compared receptive field sizes measured by De 
Monasterio and Gouras (1975) with his own measures 
of dendritic trees of midget and parasol ganglion cells 
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(Watanabe & Rodieck, 1989). Figure 3 in Rodieck 
(1991) shows that, near the fovea, P receptive fields are 
generally larger than P dendritic trees, and that with 
increasing eccentricity the difference between the two 
decreases. One factor that could contribute to the 
decreasing difference between center size and dendritic 
tree size with increasing eccentricity may be that, as 
inter-receptor space increases with increasing eccen- 
tricity (Packer, Hendrickson & Curcio, 1989), cones 
may be less likely to contact each other via electrical 
junctions, resulting in a narrowing of the area from 
which cone signals are drawn into the center egion via 
convergence onto a single bipolar cell. 
(2) What retinal circuitry determines the surrounds of 
ganglion cells' receptive fields? Figure 13b shows that 
retinal surrounds of P and M cells vary widely in size at 
any given eccentricity, and that there is no difference in 
the sizes of surrounds of these two cell types. Studies in 
lower vertebrates have indicated that the antagonistic 
receptive field surrounds of ganglion cells arise from the 
influence of horizontal and amacrine cells. Horizontal 
cells probably give rise to surrounds of bipolar cells, and 
these bipolars drive a type of ganglion cell whose 
receptive field is similar to that of the bipolar cell. A 
second type of ganglion cell has more transient re- 
sponses, is motion-sensitive, and has a surround driven 
by amacrine cells (Werblin & Dowling, 1969; Naka & 
Witkovsky, 1972; Dowling, 1987). Recordings from 
rabbit retinal ganglion cells during current injections 
into horizontal cells suggested that in mammals, too, 
horizontal cells could be responsible for the antagonistic 
surrounds of receptive fields (Mangel & Miller, 1987). 
The report of Boycott, Hopkins, and Sperling (1987) 
that monkey horizontal cells receive non-selective input 
from all the cones within their dendritic trees suggested 
that perhaps, in primates, amacrine cells contribute an 
additional (color-selective) component to the surround 
of P cells. 
It is therefore interesting to compare the sizes of 
horizontal and amacrine cells with the estimated sizes 
of retinal surrounds. Figure 13b compares the radii of 
starburst amacrine cells (from Rodieck, 1989), and 
horizontal cells (HI and H2 from Wfissle, Boycott & 
R6hrenbeck, 1989) from primates with our estimates 
of the radii of ganglion cells surrounds. The close 
correspondence b tween the size of starburst amacrines 
and the surrounds is suggestive. Starburst amacrine cells 
may mediate motion selectivity in the rabbit retina (for 
a review see Vaney, 1990). Their role in the primate 
retina is unknown, and other amacrine cell types (see 
Rodieck, 1988) could contribute to the surrounds of 
ganglion cell receptive fields. The increase in surround 
size with increasing eccentricity is similar to the increase 
in size for both amacrine and horizontal cells. While 
horizontal cells are much smaller than the surrounds, 
electrical coupling between them would produce sur- 
round regions that are larger than any individual 
horizontal cell. 
(3) Why is peak sensitivity inversely proportional to 
center or surround area? Above we described how light 
adaptation contributes to constancy of integrated sensi- 
tivity of receptive field regions of various sizes (Enroth- 
Cugell & Shapley, 1973a, b). Here we propose another 
mechanism that contributes to this constancy. The cen- 
ter or surround sensitivity represents the impact that 
photon arrivals have on the contribution of the receptive 
field region to a ganglion cell's response. Because 
ganglion cells receive all information about light by way 
of synaptic input from other retinal neurons, photon 
impact is determined at various sites along the path 
between photoreceptors and ganglion cells. If larger 
center egions are served by ganglion cells with broader 
dendritic trees, then two simple characteristics of 
ganglion cell dendritic trees may contribute to the strong 
inverse relation between sensitivity and area of center 
regions observed in this study. 
Firstly, cells with larger center regions may have 
synapses that are more sparsely distributed across their 
dendritic trees. Reconstructions of ganglion cells from 
electron micrographs of serial sections in the central 
retinae of cats and primates indicate that the number of 
synapses per unit membrane area on dendritic trees is 
approximately constant for cat ct, cat //, and primate 
midget ganglion cells (Freed & Sterling, 1988; Sterling & 
Calkins, personal communication). If this were a general 
rule, then cells with broader dendritic trees may have 
retinally sparser synapses than do cells with more com- 
pact trees, since ganglion cells with broader dendritic 
trees tend to be more sparsely branched. If synaptic 
input onto dendritic trees were to determine the sensi- 
tivity of a ganglion cell's center egion, large cells would 
be less sensitive than small cells to light falling at any 
point on their receptive field centers. 
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FIGURE 14. Contrast gain for receptive fields on the retina plotted 
as a function of temporal equivalent eccentricity. The retinal contrasts 
of gratings of a particular spatial frequency ata particular eccentricity 
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Contrast gain was then calculated asillustrated inFig. 2. The equation 
of the line fit through P cell data is G = 0.578 + 0.099 - E T (n = 90, 
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F IGURE 15. Do M and P cells with the same center size at different eccentricities have the same retinal contrast gains'? At 
the top, a portion of Fig. 13a is replotted. The circled M cell and the 4 circled P cells have approximately the same center 
radius on the retina. At the bottom, the contrast responses of these circled cells are shown, with the M cell on the left and 
the 4 P cells on the right. The numbers in each plot are the retinal contrast gains of the cells. Thus M and P cells with similar 
retinal center size have different retinal contrast gain. 
Secondly, retinal cells with broad dendritic trees tend 
to have thicker dendrites and larger somata than do 
small cells (see Rodieck, 1988). Therefore, their input 
impedance will be lower than that of small cells. From 
Ohm's law, such cells would experience a smaller change 
in membrane potential in response to a given synaptic 
current han would a cell with a narrower dendritic field. 
This would result in decreased sensitivity to individual 
synaptic input, and would therefore decrease the point 
sensitivity to light. 
Similar mechanisms probably affect the sensitivity of 
surround regions, though it is difficult to be certain 
without positive identification of the cells that subserve 
the antagonistic response of the surround. However, 
the two characteristics mentioned here--decreased 
synaptic density and lower input impedance in larger, 
more sparsely branching dendritic trees--are general 
enough to apply to any cell, including amacrine and 
horizontal cells, which probably mediate the surround 
response. 
Relation between contrast gain and receptive .field size 
One consequence of the strong inverse relationship 
between sensitivity and size of center and surround 
regions is that integrated sensitivity, or contrast gain, 
should be approximately independent of receptive field 
size. 
Our studies have indeed shown that the contrast gains 
of P and M cells are roughly constant across the 
macaque retina (Fig. 9a). This is consistent with Irvin et 
al.'s (1993) finding that in LGN cells of bushbabies, peak 
contrast sensitivity to stimuli in visual space is indepen- 
dent of center radius. However, our studies also show 
that, for P cells in macaques, this constancy may be 
achieved by increasing the cells' retinal contrast gains 
with increasing eccentricity (Fig. 14) to an extent that 
counteracts he attenuation of contrast on the retina as 
more aberrations are introduced by the optics of the eye. 
Figure 14 shows that there is greater increase in retinal 
contrast gain with eccentricity than was the case for the 
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of each plot are the retinal contrast gains of the cells. The answer to the question is "No". 
visual (i.e. uncorrected for optical blur) contrast gains 
presented in Fig. 9. In fact, the increase is so large that 
some peripheral P cells have retinal contrast gains similar 
to those of central M cells. 
Since center size increases with eccentricity, we might 
consider that the change in retinal gain with eccentricity 
is due to a dependence of gain on center size. How- 
ever, we failed to find a significant relation between 
retinal gain and center size. This may be understood 
by considering that if the retina compensates for con- 
trast attenuation due to optical factors by increasing 
the contrast gain of peripheral ganglion cells, it must do 
so to a greater extent for small cells, since attenuation 
due to blur is greater for higher spatial frequencies. 
Therefore, retinal contrast gain of smaller cells will be 
increased more than that of large cells at the same 
eccentricity. 
The question of whether the higher contrast gain of 
M cells in the central retina is due to their larger size 
can now be directly addressed by investigating the 
retinal contrast gain of M and P cells with the same 
center size at different eccentricities. Figure 15 is a 
comparison of the contrast responses of one central M 
cell and each of a cluster of four peripheral P cells, 
circled on the plot at the top of the figure. All of these 
cells have approximately the same retinal center size, as 
can be seen at the top of this figure. The cells' responses 
to contrast on the retina are illustrated on the bottom, 
with the M cell on the left and the four P cells on the 
right. While some of the P cells have rather brisk 
responses, their gains are all lower than that of the M 
cell. 
We can also ask whether M and P cells with the same 
center size and retinal location have similar retinal 
contrast gains. Figure 16 is a comparison of two pairs 
of such cells, circled on the plot at the top of the figure. 
The contrast responses of these cells are shown at the 
bottom, with the more central pair on the left and the 
peripheral pair on the right. Again, although the periph- 
eral P cell's response is more vigorous than that of the 
central P cell, in neither case does the gain of the P cell 
approach that of the M cell. 
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Conclusions 
This study provides two elements that are useful to 
those who study retinal circuitry and function, and to 
those who wish to develop quantitative models of the 
primate visual system. One is a catalog of the properties 
of P and M ganglion cells across the primate retina. The 
second is a panoramic view of the information that 
the primate retina sends to the brain about patterns 
appearing anywhere in the central 80 deg of the visual 
field. Since our own peripheral acuity is low and our 
peripheral vision seems less useful to us than our foveal 
vision, we might intuitively conclude that the signals 
sent to the brain from the periphery of the eye are 
substantially attenuated compared with those sent from 
near the fovea. Our studies indicate that this is not the 
case. 
Although spatial resolution decreases with increasing 
distance from the fovea, other information sent from the 
retina is surprisingly uniform across a large region of the 
visual field. Contrast gains of P and M cells to stimuli 
in the visual world, as opposed to those on the retina, 
are roughly constant and distinct from each other across 
the retina. In fact, the primate retina counteracts the blur 
introduced by optical aberrations in the periphery by 
increasing the retinal contrast gain of peripheral P cells 
to maintain constant visual gain of P c~lls across the 
retina. In other studies, we found that response variabil- 
ity of P and M cells is virtually constant across the retina 
(Croner et al., 1993), and that color-selectivity of P cells 
persists across the retina (Kaplan, Benardete & Croner, 
1992). These results suggest that predicting changes in 
the response properties of ganglion cells across the retina 
on the basis of receptive field size may lead to erroneous 
conclusions. More accurate predictions will be possible 
as we increase our knowledge of the details of retinal 
circuitry--including the distribution of synapses across 
dendritic trees, precise interconnections between retinal 
neurons, and the identity of cells that mediate the 
receptive field surrounds. Our work shows that the 
primate eye maintains several important visual capacities 
of ganglion cells constant across the visual field. This 
appears to be a general principle operating in the 
evolution and design of the primate retina. 
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